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DECISION

This first party no-fault benefits action was tried before the court on August 4, 200S.

The parties stipulated to petitioner's prima facie case, and to the fact that defendant sent timely verification

requests and follow-up verification requests, respectively, for the two claims at issue herein. The parties further stipulated

that plaintiffresponded to the second round of verification requests. Essentially, plaintiffs letter responses to the two

follow up verification requests state that all the information sought by the verification request were submitted with the

initial claim.

A claim for no fault benefits will be tolled in the absence of a response to timely served verification requests.

(New York Presbyterian Hosp. v Progressive Cas. Ins. Co., 5 AD3d 56S.) Here, it is undisputed that plaintiff provided

a response.

The sole issue to be decided by the court is whether defendant was compelled to deny or pay the claim, or whether

defendant could deem plaintiffs letter responses insufficient. Defendant argues that it's time to payor deny is tolled by

a failure to adequately answer a verification request. Plaintiff argues that it did answer the verification request, and that

defendant was free to deny or pay on the claim after its receipt, but that it was not entitled to do nothing.

The court finds that defendant may not treat a response it deems inadequate as no response at all. The statutory

scheme, which is "designed to promote prompt payment of legitimate claims" (Nyack Hospital v General Motors

Acceptance Corp, SNY3d 294), is better served by defendant taking final action afterreceipt ofa response to a verification

request - even if finds that the request is inadequate. (See All Health Medical Care, P.C. v GEICO, 2 Misc3d 907.)

Accordingly, the court finds that plaintiffis entitled to judgment against defendant. The clerk shall enter judgment

in favor of plaintiff and against defendant in the amount of $1791.72, plus statutory interest at the rate of2% per month.

The pmiies stipulated attrial that interest would run from January S, 200S. Plaintiffis also entitled to costs, and attorneys'

fees equal to 20% of the claim plus interest to a maximum of$S50. This constitutes the decision and order of the court.

Dated: August 4, 2008
Peter H. Moulton, c.c.J.


